CWE Checklist

BEFORE CAMP
- Put CWE Parking Pass & other information in a safe place
- Take the Foreign Language Placement Test (if needed)
- Complete medical information via Med+Pass
- Decide where you will live in the fall
- Collect AP/IB scores and transcripts
- Memorize the username and password for your AU Access account
- Check your Tigermail account regularly
- Obtain information about getting your Tiger Card at auburn.edu/tigercard
- Follow us on Instagram and Twitter:
  - Instagram: @fyeauburn
  - Twitter: @AUCampWarEagle
- Download Auburn Guides (in the App Store or Google Play Store) to personalize your CWE schedule

BRING TO CAMP
- CWE Parking Pass
- Small amount of cash for activities
- Any medication needed
- Water bottle and sunscreen
- Backpack/tote to carry CWE materials
- Walking shoes
- Pillow, sleeping bag (or XL twin sheets), toiletries, and towel

AT CAMP
- Pay attention to CWE parking signs/directions
- Get your Tiger Card and Auburn Ignited Card
- Register for at least 14-16 class hours
- Have fun!

AFTER CAMP
- If not already completed, submit medical documentation via MedPass no later than 30 days after your CWE session
- Register your vehicle through your AU Access account between July 1-31
- Register for the football ticket lottery online
- Touch base with your roommate to plan your packing/shopping lists
- Stay in touch with your Camp Counselor and CWE group!

WAR EAGLE!
What to bring to CWE

Please pack lightly, but do bring bedding, a towel, and toiletries.
Wear and pack comfortable clothes and shoes. Please bring no more than one suitcase and one personal sized bag, and place all of your clothes, bedding, and personal items inside those two bags. Everything you bring needs to be packed in a bag. The following guide can assist you in knowing what to bring.

**DAY 1**
You will spend most of the day and evening outside.

**DAY 2**
You will be inside for the majority of the day, but will spend some time outside.

**OTHER ITEMS TO PACK**
Bedding (twin xl sheets/blanket or sleeping bag and pillow)
Towel/washcloth
Toiletries (soap, toothbrush, etc.)

*You are discouraged from bringing valuable items (laptop, jewelry, etc.) to CWE.